
Acquisition of a three-
dimensional model 

through Microsoft Kinect



The Microsoft Kinect

• RGB camera sensor

• IR projector and sensor

• Microphones array

• Three axis accelerometer



The Microsoft Kinect

30 fps:

� RGB: 640 x 480 pixels; 24 bits.

� Depth: 320 x 240 pixels; 11 bits.



The Point Cloud Library (PCL) is a 
standalone, large scale, open project for 
2D/3D image and point cloud processing, 
released under the terms of the BSD 
license, and thus free for commercial and 
research use.

The Point Cloud Library



The Point Cloud Library

� filtering
� feature estimation
� surface reconstruction
� registration
� segmentation



The process workflow

• data acquisition

• data elaboration



Data acquisition



Data elaboration
Step 1: outliers removal.
StatisticalOutlierRemoval uses point neighborhood 
statistics to filter outlier data.

The algorithm follow this steps:
- compute the average distance that each point has to 
its nearest k neighbors.
- threshold: mean + multiplier*standard_deviation.
- classify each point as inlier or outlier.
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Data elaboration
Step 2: downsampling.
VoxelGrid creates a 3D voxel grid over the input 
point cloud data. Then, in each voxel, all the points 
present are approximated with their centroid.



Data elaboration
Step 3: smoothing.
MovingLeastSquaresOMP is a performance oriented 
class implementing the MLS algorithm used for 
smoothing surfaces.



Data elaboration
Step 4: surface normal estimation.
NormalEstimationOMP estimate surface normal of a 
point from the surrounding point neighborhood 
support of it, enclosed in a predefined radius.



Data elaboration

Step 5: keypoints detection.
A keypoint is simply a point that has been identified 
as a relevant in some way.
A good keypoint detector will find points which have 
the following properties:
• Sparseness;
• Repeatiblity;
• Distinctiveness.



Data elaboration

Step 5: keypoints detection.
SIFTKeypoint finds local extrema in a difference-of-
Gaussians (DoG) scale-space computed based on 
several parameters:
• the size of the smallest scale;
• the number of times the scale doubles;
• the number of scales in between each doubling;
• the minimum absolute DoG value needed to

qualify as a keypoint.



Data elaboration
Step 6: features estimation.
FPFHEstimationOMP attempts to capture as best as 
possible the sampled surface variations by taking into 
account all the interactions between the directions of 
the estimated normals.



Data elaboration
Step 7: initial alignment.
It computes the rotation-traslation matrix to find 
the absolut minim using the RANSAC algorithm.



Data elaboration
RANdom SAmple Consensus.
Iterative, non-deterministic, method to estimate 
parameters of a mathematical model from a set of 
observed data.
Assumption:

data contains inliers + outliers and noise.

Two phases:

- hypothesis generation;

- hypothesis evaluation.



Data elaboration
Step 7: initial alignment.
Steps:

1- extract P points from the N cloud features;

2- search the same P features in the N-1 cloud;

3- compute an RT matrix;

4- compute the FitnessScore (the error).

The previous steps are repeated several times and 
the best RT matrix is chosen.



Data elaboration

Step 7: initial alignment.
RANSAC Pros and Cons:

+ Robust estimation;

- No time limit;
- Many iterations;
- Setting thresholds.



Data elaboration
Step 8: refining initial alignment.
IterativeClosestPoint class provides a base 
implementation of the ICP algorithm.
The aim is to find transformation matrix 
associated to the rigid transformation of the 
cloud.



Data elaboration
Step 8: refining initial alignment.
Starting from initial guess ICP iterate this steps:
- compute the cloud P transormation using a RT 
matrix;
- for each point on M, find closest point on P.



Data elaboration
Step 8: refining initial alignment.
The algorithm has several termination criteria:
- Number of iterations;
- Difference between the previous and the 
current transformation is smaller than a user 
defined value;
- The sum of euclidean squared errors is smaller 
than a user defined threshold.
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Next..
- CUDA feature extraction;
- surfaces estimation;
- objects segmentation;
- objects detection and exportation.



- CUDA feature extraction;
- surfaces estimation;
- objects segmentation;
- objects detection and exportation.
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